Lattice Strain Causes Non-Radiative Losses in Halide Perovskites
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Halide perovskites are promising semiconductors for inexpensive, high-performance
optoelectronics. Despite a remarkable defect tolerance compared to conventional
semiconductors, perovskite thin films still show substantial microscale heterogeneity in
key properties such as luminescence efficiency and device performance. However, the
origin of the variations remains a topic of debate, and a precise understanding is critical
to the rational design of defect management strategies. Through a multi-scale
investigation – combining correlative synchrotron scanning X-ray diffraction and timeresolved photoluminescence measurements on the same scan area – we reveal that lattice
strain is directly associated with enhanced defect concentrations and non-radiative
recombination. The strain patterns have a complex heterogeneity across multiple length
scales. We propose that strain arises during the film growth and crystallization and
provides a driving force for defect formation. Our work sheds new light on the presence
and influence of structural defects in halide perovskites, revealing new pathways to
manage defects and eliminate losses.
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The authors combine synchrotron scanning X-ray diffraction and time-resolved
photoluminescence measurements on the same scan area to reveal that lattice strain is directly
associated with non-radiative recombination in halide perovskite films.

Broader context:
Metal halide perovskites are generating enormous excitement for optoelectronic devices
including solar cells and light-emitting diodes. However, there are still substantial numbers of
defects that trap energized charge carriers, leading to power losses in devices. The origin of
these defects, particularly on the micro-scale, remains unknown. In this work, the authors show
that these defects are related to complicated strain patterns that appear on multiple length scales
in perovskite films – ranging from tens of micrometres down to the tens of nanometre scale.
The results suggest that these strain patterns are built into the film upon formation. This work
has profound implications on our understanding of the operation of the materials on the microscale. It also highlights the need to control strain as a lever to eliminate these problematic
defects in order to ultimately attain maximum device performances.
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Halide perovskite semiconductors have captured the imagination of the research community
because of the unprecedented progress in performance of photovoltaic (PV) and light-emission
devices, coupled with remarkably simple techniques for deposition and fabrication1. In just six
years, PV power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) have been lifted beyond 23%, along with
reports of promising performances of perovskite light-emitting diodes (LEDs)2, 3. However, an
essential condition for PV and LED devices to reach their efficiency limits is a high
luminescence efficiency in which non-radiative losses are eliminated4. Non-radiative
recombination, for example recombination of electrons and holes mediated by defect traps in
the bulk or at device interfaces, is a parasitic loss pathway that limits the open-circuit voltage
in solar cells. The photoluminescence (PL) quantum efficiency (PLQE) of neat perovskite films
under solar illumination conditions is low (typically <10%)5; passivation post-treatments can
substantially increase these values but are yet to entirely remove non-radiative losses especially
in the presence of device electrodes6-9. The important metric of external radiative efficiency for
high-performance perovskite PV devices still remains ~1% 10, 11, far behind the ~30% achieved
by state-of-the-art GaAs cells 12.
Macroscopic observations of non-radiative losses in perovskite films are manifested as an
emission heterogeneity on the microscale, where the PL lifetime and intensity have been shown
to vary between different grains even in the highest-performing polycrystalline films13. This
microscale spatial heterogeneity has also been observed in charge carrier diffusion lengths14
and in the photocurrent and open-circuit voltage in full solar cell devices15. Together, these
measurements demonstrate the impact of the microscale on the resulting macroscopic
polycrystalline film properties, suggesting that there is enormous scope for improving device
PCE by understanding and then addressing these heterogeneous optoelectronic properties. The
literature consensus attributes non-radiative losses to a spatially-heterogeneous population of
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sub-bandgap electronic states that act as trap-mediated recombination sites 13, 16. However, the
origin of these traps and their heterogeneity is still unresolved.
Structural defects have a strong influence on the charge-carrier lifetime and recombination in
semiconductors and, typically, charged point defects make efficient non-radiative
recombination centers17. Most semiconductors are intolerant to the presence of defects, with
typical defect densities in crystalline silicon devices required to be no larger than ~108–1010
cm-3 18. In contrast, trap densities in polycrystalline perovskite films in high-performing devices
have been determined to be relatively large (~1013–1018 cm–3) 16, 19, 20. This in fact suggests a
remarkable defect tolerance in perovskite films that needs to be understood in the context of
the nature of the trap states and any residual non-radiative losses. Grain boundaries are a likely
locus for defects sites, and large grain sizes, as viewed from scanning electron microscope
(SEM) images, are implicitly preferred. Furthermore, polycrystalline perovskite films have
been reported to show some degree of strain, which directly influences the macroscopic
optoelectronic properties and stability

21-23

, though it is unclear how the strain varies on the

microscale, affects local recombination or the mechanism of the strain-related effects. Here,
we directly probe the heterogeneity of high-quality perovskite thin films across multiple length
scales to reveal local strain-related structural defects and their direct impact on optoelectronic
behaviour.

Results
Polycrystalline methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) films were solution-processed on
glass cover slips or silicon substrates from lead acetate and MAI-based precursor solutions
containing hypophosphorous acid additives24 (see Methods). An SEM image of the film is
shown in the inset of Figure 1a, revealing grain sizes of ~0.5-1 mm, along with an example of
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the uniquely-shaped Au particles solution-processed on the film surface to allow registering
and correlating the same scan area between different experiments in this work. The films have
a strong preferential orientation with the <110> and <220> planes as the primary observed
reflections (see Figure S1 in the Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) for the full
macroscopic X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern). To characterize the local perovskite structural
properties on the microscale, we utilized the scanning micro-XRD (μXRD) beamline 12.3.2 at
the Advanced Light Source (ALS) with a spatial resolution on our samples of ~2.5 µm (see
Methods for further details). We held the samples under flowing nitrogen at 240 K during the
measurements, which we found minimized any potential moisture degradation or beam
damage25. The summed 2D powder pattern for a 7070 μm2 region indexes correctly to the
tetragonal phase of MAPbI3 and the chi-integrated diffractogram from the entire region
matches the macroscopic diffractogram (Figure 1a). The <220> and <222> are the dominant
reflections in the μXRD patterns due to geometry of the experimental setup, which did not
allow us to observe reflections below scattering vector q = 1.33 Å-1 (Figure S2 and Video S1).
Line profiles show excellent match to tetragonal MAPbI3 26 and negligible traces of crystalline
impurity peaks, consistent with minimal beam damage to the sample (see Figure S3).
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Figure 1. Characterising structural heterogeneity in MAPbI3 films on glass cover slips by
μXRD. (a) Comparison of the macroscopic bulk XRD pattern with the micro-XRD pattern
(both collected at 240 K) summed over a 70×70 mm2 spatial region, with the key reflections
labelled. Inset: SEM image of the perovskite grains along with ~ten-micrometer-sized Au
fiducial marker particles. (b) Local <220> and (c) <222> diffraction peak q maps revealing
substantial structural heterogeneity. (d) and (e) Selected slices of the <220> (red) and <222>
(blue) through the maps in (b) and (c) illustrating the complex strain patterns present within
the film. Vertical lines indicate peak position as determined through peak profile fitting and
are a guide to the eye. (f) Microstrain map for the <220> diffraction peak. (g) Histogram of
the calculated microstrain and corresponding scattering vector q for the <220> diffraction peak.
The solid line is a linear regression fit to a scatter plot of the data, revealing a statisticallysignificant correlation (negligible p-value, see Methods).
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In Figure 1b and c we show the spatial maps of the peak scattering vector q of the
azimuthally-integrated <222> and <220> peaks (see Figure S4 for maps of peak intensities).
These maps reveal local structural heterogeneity on the scale of beam resolution. Figure 1d and
e show the μXRD patterns taken from horizontal slices as indicated by the coloured lines on
Figure 1b and c. Subtle shifts in the peak position and broadening reveal the presence of
detailed microscale structural heterogeneity. This heterogeneity in the local q vector for the
<220> orientation of ~0.15%, corresponding to a spontaneous stress of ~19 MPa (based on a
Young’s Modulus of 12.8 GPa27), is typical of different regions of the films measured, and is
a level of heterogeneity unobservable with laboratory diffraction techniques in both spatial
resolution and peak variation. Interestingly, the μXRD slice in Figure 1d depicts a region with
long-range parallel coupling between the two reflections in local q variation, whereas Figure
1e depicts a region with anti-parallel coupling between the two reflections (Figure S5). These
observations are evidence for complex local strain variations 21, and long-range (>10 mm) strain
patterns present throughout the polycrystalline film from regions that share similar
crystallographic properties as will be discussed further below.
After subtracting the instrumental contribution towards peak broadening of the line
profiles, we consider the extreme cases of contributions from microstrain-only and crystallitesize only, as defined by the Williamson-Hall formalism28. The variance of the crystallite-sizeonly is considerably larger and thus we conclude that microstrain is the dominant contributor
towards peak breadth in these samples (see Figure S6 and ESI for further discussion). We show
the resulting microstrain map of the dominant <220> reflection in Figure 1f (see Figure S7 for
<222>). This reveals that the microstrain also has a complex local heterogeneity with a typical
magnitude of ~0.1-0.2 %, indicating that each microscale region has its own local strain
environment. Importantly, there is a strong correlation between q and microstrain for the <220>
peak (Figure 1g; Figure S7 for the <222>). That is, XRD peaks with the larger local q (lower
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d-spacing) contain the largest structural broadening due to microstrain (and vice versa). This
suggests that the strain in the polycrystalline films is compressive, i.e. acting to reduce the
volume of the unit cell. We observe similar correlations in an alloyed ‘triple cation’
MA0.15FA0.79Cs0.06Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 sample (FA=formamidinium), suggesting this observation
can be generalised to other compositions 29 (Figure S8).
To directly assess the impact of the observed strain-related defects on the perovskite
optoelectronic properties, we now correlate confocal PL measurements with mXRD
measurements on the same scan area. For direct comparison of the two measurements, we use
the Au fiducial markers (Fig. 1a inset) and an image analysis algorithm for image registration,
while also accounting for the spatial resolution differences between the measurements (see ESI
and Figures S9-S12 for details). We show a spatial map of the local compressive strain of a
region of the film in Figure 2a. Here, we determined the local compressive strain from mXRD
using the relative shift of the peak q-value at each local point from the minimum q in the
distribution (i.e. strain = (qmin-q)/qmin). We show in Figure 2b a confocal PL intensity map of
the correlation region highlighted in the strain map in Figure 2a. We note that here we are at
sufficiently low excitation fluence that the local PL distribution is dominated by trap states
rather than diffusion of carriers out of the local region30. We show the local time-resolved PL
measurements of a bright region and a dim region in Figure 2c representing the recombination
of charge carriers. The bright regions have a longer PL lifetime than the dark regions, which is
consistent with increased fractions of trap-limited recombination in the latter. We extract trap
densities representative of the regions by fitting the decays with a kinetic model developed
previously16, quantifying the reduction in trap density from the dark (7.5  1016 cm-3) to the
bright (1  1016 cm-3) regions. These dark PL (trap) regions are the cause of significant power
losses in solar cells, with devices fabricated from these MAPbI3 films typically showing opencircuit voltages of ~1.1 V8, which is ~0.2 V from the radiative limits.
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Figure 2. Correlating the local structural and time-resolved luminescence properties of
MAPbI3 films. (a) Spatial map of the (compressive) strain variation using the relative shift of
the peak q-value at each local point from the minimum q in a mXRD map (i.e. strain = (qminq)/qmin). The dashed line denotes the correlation region between mXRD and PL. (b) Confocal
PL intensity map of a MAPbI3 perovskite film with pulsed 405-nm excitation (0.5 MHz
repetition rate, 0.1 mJ/cm2/pulse) corresponding to the dashed region in a. (c) Time-resolved
PL decays of the bright (blue) and dark (red) regions highlighted in (b). The dotted lines are
fits to the data using a trap model to extract the electronic trap density16. Inset: Highlighted
<220> peak diffraction pattern for the bright and dark PL regions. (d) Scatter plots of
statistically-significant correlations between local PL lifetime and compressive strain (relative
defect density; calculated from relationship in e). See Figure S13 for other example PL decays.
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(e) Ratio in concentration of charged iodide vacancies (VI+ defects) in <110> strained
perovskite crystals to an unstrained crystal.

We show in the inset of Figure 2c the <220> mXRD peaks corresponding to the region
with bright emission (long PL lifetime) and the region with dark emission (short PL lifetime).
We find that the region with inferior emission intensity and carrier lifetime dynamics
corresponds to a region with compressive-strained <220> lattice planes (i.e. larger q and
increased peak broadening), whereas the region showing brighter emission and longer carrier
lifetime is comparatively unstrained (i.e. smaller q and peak widths close to the instrumental
broadening). We show in Figure 2d that these trends appear consistently across the correlated
mapped regions: scatter plots of the relevant quantities reveal a statistically-significant decrease
in PL lifetime with compressive strain (see Figure S14 for microstrain).
Structural defects have a strong influence on the charge-carrier lifetime and
recombination in semiconductors and charged point defects typically make efficient nonradiative recombination centers due to a long-range Coulomb attraction17. We now explore the
impact of a strained crystal on local point defect concentrations. Using a first-principles atomic
model, we introduce compressive <110> strain with magnitude on the order observed in our
local measurements (~0.2%) and probe the effect on the point defect thermodynamics (Figure
2e). With compressive strain, there is an increase in the charged iodide vacancy (VI+ )
concentration by a factor of 2 with respect to the unstrained crystal due to a negative defect
pressure (see Methods and Figures S15 and S16). Similar behaviour is expected for other
negative-pressure (strain releasing) defect species or clusters. This relative increase in defect
density for a dark region ascertained from the trap model (Figure 2c) is consistent with the
calculated magnitude of the increase in strain-related halide vacancy concentrations after
considering contributions from each direction (Figure 2e). Using the relationship in Figure 2e
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to convert the strain map to a relative defect density map (Figure S17), we show the strong
anti-correlation between the PL lifetime and defect (halide vacancy) concentration ratio in
Figure 2d. These results reveal for the first time that the observation of local PL heterogeneity
is substantially influenced by locally-heterogeneous strain distributions that are associated with
defects such as halide vacancies. We note that we do not identify the isolated iodine vacancy
as the origin of non-radiative recombination, and indeed other point and extended defects will
be generated due to strain and likely also contribute to trap-assisted recombination31-33.
In order to further investigate the long range strain behaviour and its relationship to
local grains, we performed scanning nanofocus XRD (nXRD) measurements at the ID13
beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) (Figure S18)26. A MAPbI3
perovskite film prepared as above was raster scanned (beam spot size 200 × 200 nm2; see
Methods for details). We show a quiver plot for the <110> orientation in Figure 3a, where the
value of the azimuthal angle coordinate χp for each diffraction spot is represented using an
arrow with its centre located in the spatial position from which the diffraction spot was
acquired, and with an orientation and colour corresponding to χp indicated by the colour map26.
Diffraction spots adjacent both in real and reciprocal space coordinates were considered as
belonging to the same cluster, here indicated as ‘super-grain’ (see Methods for details). We
highlight in blue and red two super-grains with the largest covered areas calculated as the
number of pixels within the super-grain times the pixel area (400×400 nm2). This observation
of long-range features is consistent with our μXRD results, but here we visualise them with
better spatial resolution. Furthermore, the super-grains also exhibit local strain (q) variations
within their dimensions (Figure 3b and c).
The super-grain sizes for the <110> reflection are plotted in Figure 3d, showing that
the largest regions cover an area of ~25 mm2, extending well beyond the grain size observed in
SEM images (~1 mm2). We find this disparity is further exaggerated in the triple cation
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MA0.15FA0.79Cs0.06Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 samples, which show super-grains as large as ~250 mm2
(Figure 3d) despite SEM grain sizes of only ~0.1 mm2 ; this is clearly seen in the overlay of an
SEM image and a quiver plot highlighting the largest super-grain in Figure 3e (see Figure S19
for other super-grains). This finding could shed light onto the apparent paradox whereby
‘small-grain’ triple cation perovskite films still attain much higher PCE than these MAPbI3
films11. Our results suggest that the critical grain size may actually be the longer-range
structural super-grains rather than the grains viewed in SEM images.

Figure 3. Nano-XRD measurements and super-grain analysis. (a) Quiver plot highlighting
the two largest super-grains showing the <110> reflection in a MAPbI3 sample deposited on a
Si/SiO2 substrate. (b,c) Local variations of the scattering vector q extracted from the two supergrains
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MA0.15FA0.79Cs0.06Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3. (e) Overlay between the quiver plot (<210>) and SEM image
in the same scan area for a MA0.15FA0.79Cs0.06Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 sample.

To now explore crystallinity at a sub-grain resolution we turn to transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). In Figure 4a, we show a cross-sectional bright-field TEM image of the
perovskite film. The sample was prepared by thinning down the 0.4 μm long lamella that
appeared as an individual grain in the top-view SEM image by focused-ion beam (FIB). A
selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern obtained from a 200-nm region within the
lamella is outlined by a circle in the micrograph and shown in the inset of Figure 5a. The SAED
pattern indicates a non-single crystalline nature of the “single grain” observed in SEM.
Although the d-spacing corresponds to the tetragonal MAPbI3 perovskite structure, the
presence of elongated diffraction spots as well as a weak diffraction ring is a strong indicator
of imperfections within the lattice that likely originate from strain and/or other defects.
To probe crystallinity at a deeper scale, a high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) micrograph
was collected from a 7070 nm2 region using a low electron dose rate of ~1-4 electrons Å−2s−1,
in line with previous reports34 (Figure 4b). The micrograph shows a lack of lattice continuality
in the tested area as indicated by the presence of domains and structural defects. Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) patterns generated from various 1010 nm2 regions of the HR-TEM
micrograph are outlined by the coloured boxes in Figure 5c and clearly demonstrate structural
heterogeneity within a single grain. The regions marked by black and purple boxes possess
near-identical diffraction patterns and are highly crystalline as indicated by the sharp
diffraction spots. The identical d-spacing of the diffraction spots indicate a similarity in
crystallinity and sub-grain crystallite orientation on the 1010 nm2 scale. The highly crystalline
regions marked by the black and purple boxes contrast with regions bound by the red and blue
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boxes. The markedly different patterns indicate the whole grain is not uniformly crystallized.
The blue region is well-crystallised but shows the presence of more than one diffraction pattern.
This can be a result of multi-grain overlap or can indicate the presence of structural defects
such as a micro-twins and/or dislocations that can provide additional strain relief34. In contrast,
the red box shows a much weaker pattern indicating a poorly-crystallised or amorphous region
within the same grain. While amorphisation due to beam damage cannot be excluded, a lack of
homogeneity in the amorphisation signature through the sample makes irradiation-induced
amorphisation less plausible, and the local changes in crystallographic orientation, or twinning,
are highly unlikely to arise from beam damage34. These results reveal that each of these grain
“entities” are in fact comprised of many sub-crystallites on a ~10-100 nm scale above that of
the unit cell but below that of a single grain. This scale of heterogeneity is consistent with
recent reports showing lower symmetry domains below 20 nm35 and substantial spatial
variation in the photo-response of polycrystalline perovskite devices even within each grain15,
36, 37

.
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Figure 4. TEM electron diffraction analysis of MAPbI3 perovskite grains. (a) Crosssection image of single perovskite grain on Si <100> substrate and selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) pattern collected from the region indicated (inset). (b) Highermagnification TEM and (c) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns generated across different
regions of the grain shown in (b).
Discussion
Our work reveals that strained regions are associated with increased fractions of
charged defects and increased non-radiative decay, which has profound ramifications on our
understanding of the impact of crystallinity on carrier recombination. Local strain is present in
these halide perovskite thin-films as a result of the standard processing conditions. During
crystallisation a MAPbI3 film is annealed at 100°C in which the perovskite structure is
nominally cubic, and then by cooling to room temperature it passes through a cubic-to-
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tetragonal phase transition (57°C) 38. Cooling through this phase transition results in spatially
heterogeneous built-in strain and the formation of many tetragonal domains34,

39

. The

magnitude of the strain would depend on the dimensions and local environment of each
domain, where some regions may be more or less constrained by neighbouring domains than
others. These local environments could be established through inhomogeneous nucleation and
growth, where differences in local substrate morphology, local concentration gradients, or
intermediate phases40 during solution deposition would template heterogeneous growth. The
presence of large super-grains sharing similar orientations suggests common growth
mechanisms for some regions, which may result in longer-range strain effects. Consideration
of the thermal expansion coefficient of MAPI341 and the temperature change (100°C to room
temperature) yields a uniaxial strain of ~0.3%, which is similar to our observed values. The
simultaneous spontaneous deformation (tetragonal distortion c/2a = 1.01 at 300 K) results in
an anisotropic strain tensor that can be relieved through a combination of point and extended
defects such as twin boundaries, which is established in oxide perovskites42, 43. We note that
the vacancies themselves cannot cause the coherent compressive strain gradients that we
observe: a vacancy concentration of even 1017 cm-3 would correspond to fewer than 1 defect in
every 10,000 unit cells, which is too dilute to cause the observed magnitude of strain.
Seeking deposition methods that minimise local strain fields will be critical for
achieving devices approaching the radiative limits. This includes developing compositions and
lower temperature processing methods that do not require the material to proceed through a
phase transition during film formation. As an example, the FA-rich alloyed perovskites
demonstrating the highest solar cell device performances to date are closer to cubic at room
temperature44 and thus do not undergo a phase transition between annealing and room
temperature; stabilising such cubic structures at room temperatures will be critical for
development of new alloyed analogues. In fact, our measurements performed on the
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MA0.15FA0.79Cs0.06Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 films (cf. Figure 3) reveal that there is reduced local
heterogeneity in these samples and that the long range super-grain features exist over a much
longer distance than the MAPbI3 counterparts, consistent with a reduced impact of strain.
Judicious choice of the solar cell or LED device contacts will also be critical, as these may
induce additional strain during perovskite growth (if underneath the perovskite) or during
contact deposition (on top of the perovskite). This may require careful matching of the lattice
parameters of contact materials to the perovskite; this has not been an issue to date but may
become critical when approaching the performance limits in which all strain-related defects
must be eliminated. Finally, passivation treatments must target relieving strain either through
steric design of chemically passivating molecules or through managing the concentrations and
spatial distribution of defects2, 6, 7.
Our work has revealed that this strain-related heterogeneity proliferates across many
length scales throughout the entire film, from long-range super-grain clusters, to grain-to-grain
and sub-grain nanoscale variations. This suggests that we need to re-think the conception of a
perovskite grain as a single crystalline entity, for example as viewed in electron microscopy.
This highlights important new questions on nucleation and grain growth. The large impact of
local strain on local optoelectronic properties also opens up the ability to manipulate perovskite
optoelectronic behaviour through purposeful engineering of local strain fields in novel device
structures. For example, the formation of large super-grain clusters with analogous orientation
and facet control may have beneficial properties for carrier transport, and could be utilised in
lateral or back-contact device structures. Furthermore, the large perturbations to the crystal
symmetry may lead to a Rashba effect in the electronic structure, which will further influence
carrier dynamics45, and this could be induced on a local level such as at a heterojunction
interface. Nevertheless, the exceptional performance of perovskites in spite of so many layers
of disorder is remarkable. Their behaviour is akin to liquid metals, which have disordered
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structures, yet maintain excellent charge transport properties46. This sentiment would also
explain the high open-circuit voltages in devices even in the earliest stages of disordered
crystallite formation47.
Conclusion
We have correlated synchrotron scanning micro-XRD measurements with local timeresolved photoluminescence measurements from MAPbI3 films on the same scan area,
revealing that local strain leads to defects such as halide vacancies that are associated with local
non-radiative decay. The strain is complex and manifests itself on multiple length scales,
including on the tens of microns scale (many times larger than a “grain” as viewed in SEM) as
well as on the tens of nanometres scale (sub-“grain”). We propose that the strain is built into
the film during processing, in particular during cooling through the cubic-to-tetragonal phase
transition following the standard annealing procedure. We identify that improved growth and
passivation methods must target strain relief, for example by manipulating the local phase
behaviour during growth or post-treatments which relieve constrained regions. Future
developments and research will be required to solve open questions relating to how the strainrelated defects directly lead to non-radiative recombination. For example, halide vacancies are
positively charged and therefore attract electrons, but there is insufficient information available
on capture-cross sections and trapping rates. Future work will also be required to consolidate
our understanding of the complex relationships between physicochemical and optoelectronic
properties, which would ultimately guide growth of films with optimal structural properties
across all scales.
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Experimental Methods
Sample Preparation
All organic-based precursor salts were purchased from Dyesol. Unless otherwise stated, all
other materials were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All film samples were prepared in and
then stored in a nitrogen-filled glovebox until used. Prior to PL measurement, the samples were
stored in a dry air desiccator for 24 hours to stabilize any photo-brightening effects.
Glass cover slips (PL, micro-XRD measurements) or Si<100> substrates (nano-XRD, TEM
measurements) were washed sequentially with soap (Micro 90), de-ionized water, acetone, and
isopropanol, and treated under oxygen plasma for 10 minutes. Thin films of MAPbI3 were
solution-processed by employing a methylammonium iodide (MAI) and lead acetate
Pb(Ac)2·3H2O precursor mixture with a hypophosporous acid (HPA) additive

24

. MAI and

Pb(Ac)2·3H2O were dissolved in anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide at a 3:1 molar ratio with
final concentration of 37 wt% and HPA added to a HPA:Pb molar ratio of ~11%. The precursor
solution was spin-coated at 2000 rpm for 45 seconds in a nitrogen-filled glovebox, and the
substrates dried at room temperature for 10 minutes before annealing at 100°C for 5 minutes.
The triple-cation-based perovskite MA0.15FA0.79Cs0.06Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 was prepared by
dissolving PbI2 (1.2 M, TCI), FAI (1.11 M), MABr (0.21 M) and PbBr2 (0.21 M, TCI) in a
mixture of anhydrous DMF:DMSO (4:1, volume ratios) followed by addition of 5 volume
percent from CsI (TCI, Japan) stock solution (1.5 M in DMSO). We then spin-coated the
perovskite solution using a two-step program at 2000 and 4000 rpm for 10 and 40 seconds,
respectively, and dripping 150 µL of chlorobenzene after 30 seconds. We then annealed the
films at 100oC for 1 hour.

Fiducial Markers
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The Au nanoplates were synthesized following a modified procedure reported by Gu et al. 48.
A 25 mL solution of ethylene glycol with 0.054 mmol of HAuCl4.4H2O was heated to 65oC in
a water bath for 20 min. Then, 0.1 M aniline solution in ethylene glycol was added to the heated
HAuCl4 solution under mild stirring to acquire a 2:1 molar ratio of aniline to Au. This reaction
was allowed to proceed for 3 hours without stirring leading to formation of triangular and
hexagonal Au nanoplates with spherical nanoparticles as a byproduct. The nanoplates
precipitated at the bottom of the vial while the supernatant mainly contained the spherical
particles. The supernatant was gently removed without disturbing the precipitant and replaced
with fresh ethanol. This was followed by two more rounds of precipitation to thoroughly clean
the nanoplates in ethanol. Lastly, the ethanol was removed and the particles were dispersed in
chlorobenzene (~0.5-1 mL). The solution was sonicated for 30 seconds and spincoated on top
of the perovskite samples at 1000 rpm for 60 seconds in atmospheric conditions, resulting in a
dispersion on the surfaces with a concentration of ~1 particle cluster per 100 x 100 mm2.

Bulk X-Ray Diffraction Measurements
Bulk X-Ray Diffractograms (cf. Figure S1) were collected from thin film samples using a
PANalytical X’Pert Pro Multi-Purpose Diffractometer operated at 45 kV and 40 mA (Cu Kalpha radiation- 1.5418 Å) in Bragg-Brentango geometry. An Oxford Cryosystems PheniX
cryostat was employed to measure while holding the sample at 240 K.

Micro(Confocal)-Photoluminescence Measurements
Confocal photoluminescence (PL) maps were acquired using a custom-built time-correlated
single photon counting (TCSPC) confocal microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti-E) setup with a 100X
oil objective (Nikon CFI PlanApo Lambda, 1.45 NA). The cover slip samples were photoexcited through the glass-side using a 405 nm laser head (LDH-P-C-405, PicoQuant GmbH)
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with pulse duration of <90 ps, fluence of ~0.1 μJ/cm2/pulse, and a repetition rate of 0.5 MHz.
The maps were acquired with a step size of 60 nm and a dwell time on each pixel of 20 ms.
The PL from the sample was collected by the same objective and the resulting collimated beam
passes through a long-pass filter with a cut-off at 416 nm (Semrock Inc., BLP01-405R-25) to
remove any residual scattered or reflected excitation light. A single photon detecting avalanche
photodiode (APD) (MPD PDM Series 50 mm) was used for the detection. The sample was
scanned using a piezoelectric scanning stage. The measurements were acquired and intensity
and average-lifetime maps extracted using the software SymphoTime 64 (PicoQuant GmbH).
We note that the total light dose on each local region during the PL maps (< 1 J/cm2) is much
lower than that required to see light-induced changes in these samples49, 50. Furthermore,
following the PL measurements, the samples were stored in vacuum bags before being loaded
directly onto the chilled nitrogen flow for the XRD measurements (see below); control PL maps
taken on films stored in a similar manner did not show any significant changes. This suggests
that the illumination, storage and transport did not affect the samples.

Micro-X-Ray Diffraction Measurements and Analysis
X-Ray microdiffraction data at the Advanced Light Source were collected on beamline 12.3.2
51

. The samples were placed in reflective geometry at a 15° grazing incidence angle (Figure

S2); we account for the associated increased beam footprint (2.5 μm × 9.6 μm) on the sample
in our correlations. The substrate was cooled under continuously flowing nitrogen to 240 K (as
measured by a thermocouple) with a Cryostream 700 Series from Oxford Cryosystems; we
note that we observed similar qualitative results when measured at room temperature. This
setup also protected the sample from condensation by immersing the sample with a protective
sheath of dry nitrogen evaporate, and we subsequently did not observe any evidence for
moisture-related degradation or hydrated crystalline species during the measurements. The 2D
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X-ray diffraction patterns were collected using a DECTRIS Pilatus 1 M hybrid pixel area
detector placed at an angle of 50° with respect to the incident beam and at a distance about 160
mm from the sample. The energy of the incident beam was set to 10 keV (wavelength  =
1.2398 A). The diffraction patterns were analyzed using the X-Ray Microdiffraction Analysis
Software (XMAS) package52. Experimental geometry was calibrated using an Al2O3 powder,
in which the detector position and angular tilts with respect to the incident x-ray beam and
sample were refined. An additional calibration on the sample themselves were performed on
some of the data to minimize displacement errors due to the shallow incident angle of the xray beam onto the sample surface. The 2D diffraction patterns were then integrated over the
azimuthal direction to obtain 1D diffractograms, from which radial peak profiles were obtained
and strain and particle size were calculated. See ESI for details of further data extraction, fitting,
image registration and correlation fits.

Nano-X-Ray Diffraction Measurements and Analysis
Scanning nanofocus XRD measurements were conducted at the ID13 beamline at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility. Samples were mounted on a xyz piezo stage and were
illuminated in transmission geometry (Figure S20) with a monochromatic beam (λ ≈ 0.8377
nm, spot size ~0.2 × 0.2 μm2). Diffraction images were collected using an Eiger X 4M detector
(Dectris AG, Switzerland) with 2168 row pixels and 2070 column pixels (75 × 75 μm2 pixel
size) and an exposure of 0.1 s per diffraction pattern (acquisition time of 0.1 s per diffraction
pattern). The detector was placed 19.41 cm away from the sample. The detector position and
geometry were calibrated by recording a diffraction pattern of the standard calibration material
corundum (-Al2O3). Samples were raster scanned over a 40 × 40 μm2 area with a step size of
~400 nm. Measurements were performed under ambient conditions (lab temperature ~24°C,
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relative humidity ~40%). The collected data consisted of 10201 diffraction images per scan
area.
Diffraction data was analysed as in ref

26

. Briefly, after the construction of an average

diffraction pattern for the diffraction collected across the entire scan area for the MAPbI3 and
MA0.15FA0.79Cs0.06Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 films, we create circular regions of interest (ROIs) around the
<110> and <210> perovskite reflection rings, respectively. Diffraction spots in the ROIrestricted pattern of the scan were analyzed and used to perform grain clustering based on the
azimuthal angle coordinate χp extracted from the center of each diffraction spot. We assume
that diffraction spots that are adjacent both in spatial coordinates and in reciprocal space
coordinates originate from the same grain. This clustering is performed based on the pairwise
Euclidean distance between pixels. We used an empirically-determined threshold value for
cutting the hierarchical tree. The dataset for the identification of the diffraction spots is bidimensional (pixel X and pixel Y), and the dataset for the identification of the super-grains is
tri-dimensional (2 spatial coordinates X and Y, and the azimuthal angle). The area of each
‘super-grain’ is simply calculated as the number of pixels within the ‘super-grain’ multiplied
by the area of a pixel in microns. This gives a collection of super-grains (clusters) that can be
ordered in decreasing size (Figure 3d). Spatial maps of the q position were obtained from the
line profiles extracted for all the diffraction spots in the ROI for each super-grain.

Transmission Electron Microscopy
TEM and HRTEM were carried out using a JEOL FasTem-2010 instrument operating at
200 kV. Film thickness was measured from TEM cross sections. We kept the dose low and
studied the reciprocity failure by keeping the dose constant and changing the exposure times.
Low-dose TEM imaging was performed with an electron dose rate of ~1-4 e Å−2 s−1, in line
with previous reports34. The diffraction patterns and HR-TEM images were recorded from
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previously unexposed regions of the sample and both selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis from the HR-TEM imaging confirmed
the tetragonal structure of the MAPbI3 lattice. The crystal grains were examined in an ‘asfound’ orientation, without any attempt at crystal alignment that would have incurred further
electron dose.

First-principles simulations
Calculations were performed on MAPbI3 in the room-temperature tetragonal phase. First the
unit cell (lattice vectors and internal positions) was optimized to within a force tolerance of
0.001 eV/Angstrom as calculated using density functional theory (PBEsol functional including
scalar-relativistic effects) within the code VASP. The valence electrons were expanded in a
plane-wave basis set with a cutoff of 700 eV, and the k-point sampling was set to 6x6x4.
The equilibrium crystal structure was then subject to compressive and tensile strain (up
to 0.5%) along the <110> and <111> crystallographic orientations. Next, the formation of
iodine vacancy defects was probed in a series of 5 structures for each value of strain (ϵ), with
the defect energy calculated from:
∆𝐸D,ϵ = 𝐸[defect]ϵ − 𝐸[bulk]ϵ
The change in defect concentrations in strained and unstrained regions at finite
temperatures were calculated from:
−

∆𝐸D,ϵ

∆𝐸D,ϵ −∆𝐸D
𝑛D,ϵ 𝑒 𝑘B 𝑇
−
𝑘B 𝑇
=
∆𝐸 = e
𝑛D
− D
𝑒 𝑘B 𝑇
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